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Abstract:

JMP includes comprehensive capabilities for statistical and graphical analysis of data for every academic field and most research needs. Easily perform basic statistics to the most complex analyses a PhD student may encounter. JMP runs on Windows and Macintosh operating systems and also functions as an easy, point-and-click interface to SAS®, R, MATLAB and Excel.

JMP is visual and interactive. It drives you through the statistical analysis workflow using point, click, drag and drop and then it displays results as statistics and multiple graphs in the same window. In addition to the diverse set of tools JMP provides for analysis, you can easily subset, join and manipulate data tables in numerous ways, build summary tables using drag-and-drop and create 3D and moving graphics to help understand and communicate the results of your analyses.

Tuesday, March 17, 2015, 12:00pm – 1:30pm in room 8–4

Light refreshments served at 12:00pm